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A Living Room With Seasonality
words SUNNY HUBLER photo JOE PURVIS

This living room, part of a custom build by Charlottebased Knight Residential Group, is a stylish twist on traditional
modern design. Knight Residential, founded by Vernon Knight
III, builds exclusively in Charlotte and Kiawah Island. They’re
a full-service residential construction company, and while they
specialize in high-end custom construction that runs the gamut
in terms of aesthetic, the projects are all characterized by the
team’s signature attention to detail, quality, and standard.

This Charlotte home was completed by Knight Residential in
June of 2017. To achieve the lived-in, inviting look, Stefanie Johnson’s Space Lift company led the interior styling. The living room
was finished off with a Precast Surround System, a beautiful,
highly-detailed ceiling, and signature steel interior french doors.
Part of the reason for the accessibility built into the design was
due to the fact that the interior living room leads into an outdoor
seating area, creating a Charlotte-friendly “four-season” space.

— vendors —

EVERY ELEMENT CONSIDERED. EVERY DETAIL PERFECTED.
At Draper Place, we have curated a design aesthetic and lifestyle that has raised the bar and set a new standard in apartment living
that extends well beyond the home. This is a destination for exceptional living built on a foundation of elevated service and attention to detail.
Located on the cusp of the historic Elizabeth and prestigious Eastover neighborhoods, Draper Place is Charlotte living at its finest.

Ferguson | Johnson Custom Cabinetry | Majestic Bath | InStyle

— info —
knightresidentialgroup.com / @krg_inc
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